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(ii)

por"Ier at highen frequencies although on one níght sr:bstantial spectnal

power extended to Io-2 Hz. The dnift velocities on most nights exhibited

a marked degr.ee of anisotnopy with little connelation existing between

the dnift velocities and the backg:round wind velocities. The intensity

vaniati.ons included wave-like structure periodic over several cycles at

periods less than 15 minutes and the pnesence of longen period vlaves was

also noted. It was ccncl-uded that the major component of the intensity

variations were caused be internal gravity waves. It vlas assessed that

the gnavity hraves obsenved were dissipating energy into the

atmosphere at a rate of at least l-O- 
7 watt"-*-' if they wene in a state

appnoximating zero amplitude g::owth. By considering the di:rection of the

drift velocities a¡d the fnequency of the longen peniod vüaves, the::e was

evidence that cold fronts wer.e a possible source for the gravity llaves

observed.
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CHAPTER 

.|

THE USE 0F THE [0I] I 557.7nm NIGHT AIRGL0W FOR THE MEASUREMENT 0F

CERTAIN DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE

l.t Introduction

Hines (1965) commented that ainglow obser:vations may be useful in

detenmining certain dynamical- cha::acteristics in the upper atmosphene.

Sea::s (fgZe) noted that fon a thin emitting layer, the statistical

analysis of the intensity variations fnom thnee closely spaced fields o::

areas of sky al-lows the deter.n-ination of their size and drift velocities

in the atmosphe::e. Seans and Evans (1974) have al-ready neported on

obse::vations with a three fietd of view photoneter cannied out at

Chatanika, Alaska in 1972 whene the intensity variations ' which we::e

most likely ar::ronal- induced phenomena' appeared to be attributable to

the superposition of waves with periods nanging fnom 10 to 100 seconds.

This ehapten wil.l- initially be conce::ned with a discussion of the gneen

oxygen l-íne with nespect to midlatitudes where the nelative thinless of

its vertical- emission profile and seeming dependence only on neut::al-

atmospheric parameters make it ideal fo:: a study of centain dynamical

pnopenties of the atmosphere. A review of pnevious wonk on this

emission line and also an outline of possible experimenta.l- techniques

wil.l- also be incl-uded.

1.2.1 [0I] À 557.7nn Mechanism

The for.bidden l-ine of atomic o><ygen at À 557.7nm resufts from the

transition from the IS enenry leve1 to the 1D enenry level as described

in equation (l.I)

o(ls) + O(lD) + l.557.7nm (1.1)

whene the pnobability of this reaction is L.28 sec-I.
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This emission a:'ises in two sepanate regions, one in the F-negion, with

the other from anound a height of 100 km tending to dorninate the highen

altitude component ín nidlatitudes. Chiplonkan and Îillu (1970) r'ePort

from obsenvations taken at Poona that by calculating the average van

Rhijn l:atios, the two components of intensity have a ratio varying

a:ror¡nd 2 z L.

The E-negion emission component is usually attributed to the

Chapman reaction although some authors have p::oposed that a significant

cont¡ibution may nesu-It from othe:r ::eactions. (Hendnicksen, 1973. )

The Chapman neaction is

o(3P) + O(3P) + O(3P) * O2't + O(tS) (l--2)

Taking into accor:nt the possibility of quenching of O[tS] by some

species M. and neglecting the tnansition.Is + 3P' one obtains Q' the

volume emission nate resul-tin! f:rom the Chapnan Reaction.

klto( 3P ) l J

Q= o
(1.3)

r+ E q. [u,]/n
i=ft 

r

whene k, is the:reaetion rate of equation (l-.2), Mi is the numben

density of the quenching species N2, O2, 0(3P) having r:espective

quenching coefficients q. and A is the pnobabitity fo:: the tnansition of

0(1S) to lowen l-evel-s and has a value of I.36 sec

Garstang (I95f).

-1 acconding to

Ba¡th and Hitdenbrant (196I) pnoposed that the airglow excitation

was also pnodueed by a vaniation of the Chapman Reaction involving a

precursor in the fo::m of excited molecr:'lan o>rygen:-

o(3P) + O(3P) + O(3P) + 02" * O(3P) (r.4)

02'. * O(3p) + 02 + O(1S) (I.5)
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Howeven neither labonatory nor theoretical studies have confinmed the

existence of any such precu-rôson. (Donohue et al- 1973.) Qualitative

angurnents against any othen of the mechanisms descnibed by Hendricksen

will be pnesented in the next section.

1.2.2 Vertical Profile of 557.7nm Emission

This section wil-l be nestricted to compar.ing a pnofile deduced f:rom

equation (1.3) using necent density and rate co-efficients and that

obtained in a rocket flight in nid-latitudes. In an attempt to measure

atomic oxygen pnofiles, Offenman and D::eschen (1973) obtained a 557.7nm

volume emission r"ate profile du::ing a rocket fJ-ight f::om Sandinia a¡d

this is shown in Figune 1.1. Using kl- = 4.8 x l-0 /sec as pnoposed

by Schiff (lglZ), quenching co-efficients fon q, and q3 as deduced by

slanger and Black (1973) and Jacchiafs (rgze) modef of the 0(3P) and 0
2

density profiJ-es in equation (1.3) one ar:rives at a volume ámmi ssion ::ate

pr:ofile nesulting fnom the Chapman reaction with al-lowances fon

quenching. Fnom this pnofile the integrated emission nate in the

90 + IO0 km::egion is oven 2000 Rayleighs and in Figur:e J-.J- pr::rely to aid

eompanison, this profite has been modified to the extent that the

integr.ated ernission nate is set equal to that obtained fnom the Offenman

and Dneschen p::ofiIe. EquaJ-ity of the integnated emission rate may be

obtained by setting \ = 10-34.16/"".. Alternatively Jacchia (tg7I) may

oven-estimate atomic o><ygen densities and the othen parametens may

contain discnepancies. Slangen and Bl-ack (fSZS) are of the opinion that

the kinetic co-efficients are not sufficiently nefined to produce

.neliabl-e 0(3P) ventica.l- pr:ofiles fron 557.7nm aingfow measu:rentents.

Of interest is the thinness of the layen and a way of quantitativeJ-y

-33 6
cm
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Figure 1.1 Artitude profires of the vorume e¡nission rate of

Ior¡ À 557.7 nm obtained by offerman & Drescher I1973] and

determined from the chapman Reaction with quenching using

kl=Io-34 .*6 -"u.-1, Jacchia,s [ 197r] model of the o [ 3p]

and O, density profiles and the quenching co-efficients

of Slanger and Black I tglZl .

Chapman Reaction

with quenching
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defining it is in terrns of a hal-f-width r¿, whene T, is the ventical

wiclth in which 50ea of the total emission of the aingtow layen is

confined. I?re value of I, fon the Offenman-Dneschen (.f973) pnofile is

5 kn and fon the pnofíle resutting from the. chapman Reaction with

quenching, ro is 7 km. rn all futu:re discussions the rayen wil-l- be2

considened to have a ventical haLf thicknerss of 6 km.

ì.2.3 The Density Sensitivity of 557.7nrn Emission

shont peniod fluctuations excepting those expeniencing sevene

the::mal- dissipation wil.l be neanly adiabatic nequining that density or"

Pressure fluctuations be accompanied by tempenatune fl_uctuations.

Howeve:: as the tempenatu.::e dependence of k, is not known and the

dependence on tempe::ature of the quenching co-efficients is not large

wheD only smal.l tempe::atu:re va::iations are considered (slangen and

Black 1973), the effect of tempe::atur:e will- be ignoned.

Fon some pe::turbation ap in densit¡r p, Q as defined in equation

(1.3) would be neÌated to p by:-

AQ

a
-n Ap- (1.6)

p

whene ¡Q repnesents the intensity change pnoduced by the densi\r

pertur:bation and n, defined by the above equation, can be calculated

from equation (1.3) and is

n=3- (1.7)

Fnom equation (l-.7) it is appa::ent that n has 1imits of 2 and 3

depend,ing on the quenching co-efficients and the densities of atomic and

moleculan o>(ygen and. thenefore will- be height dependent. This equation

l-
3

r+e/.Ð- qi tMil
I=J.
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is used to construct Figune I.2 using the quenching nate co-efficients

of Slanger a¡d Btack (1973) and Jacchiars (197I) density model-. In this

fignre n has a ninimum value of 2.185 at 96 km and the value on n when

the 90-110 km layen is considened is 2.234.

A consequence of this dependence of n on height is that if a

uniforn relative density penturbation occuns at 1eve1s thnoughout the

layer, then the refative change in the vol-ume emission nate wiJ-I vary

with n as described in equation (1.7). This effect would::esuft in AQ

having la:rge:r values at the edges of the layen in companison to AQ at

the centre of the layer thus effectively making the layen appeall

ventical-J.y broaden when sribjected to densíty changes than the ventical

emission in Figune 1.1 suggests. The magnitude of this ?rbroadening?' on

I" can be shown to be only 0.2 km+ 0.3 km and thus its effect on the
2

Iaye:r thickness is marginal.

Finally the volume ernission ::ate pr"ofiJ-e of Offerman and D::esche:r

in Figune 1.1 appear.s to indicate a la:rger val-ue of the powen index n of

atomic oxygen density than that for the Chapman Reaction with quenching.

Hence fnom al-l- suggested mechanisms fon 557.7nm emission firom this layen

as outl-ined by Hend:ricksen (1973) only the Chapman Reaction and the Banth

Reaction can be taken se::iously as major contnibuters to the 557.7nm

line fi:om the E-negion sirice the other reactions would give rise to

bnoader vol-ume emission rate pnofiles due to values of n l-ess than 2.

1.3.1 A Review of Some 557.7nm Studies

Studies of 557.7nm night gJ-ow have been central in many observational

progrnams, but many of the fluctuations obsenved in space and time have yet

to be fully explained. Roach et al- (1958) obtained values fon the speed

of dnift of the isophotes in thein str.rdy of ainglow-cell movement where

they noted the existance of la-nge cell-ula:: patterns of scafe sizes of
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anound 2500 km. They found that this isophote dr"ift velocity had an

average velocity of 93 m/s and f::om consideration of the scafe size of

this irregular:ity on cell, they concluded that the velocities wene that

of the backgr:ound wind. Danekan (fgOS) al-so annived at veny similar

nesults. Baltanar and Pardo (lSlZ) found no coryelation of any

characteristics of these cells with the Kp index although a celf with a

northward motion was noted when Kp was 7f in cont:radiction to the usual

southward motion which had been noted by Roach et a1 (fgSg). Of 7

cellulan type structures observed at Mt. Torrens du:ring l-968-l-969 five

showed. no detectable component of the velocity in the North-South

direction while the other two appeared to be moving towar"ds the Nonth.

An example of this cellufar stnuctu::e obser.ved at Mt. Toruens is given in

Figure 1.3. where the variation of intensity with time at thnee diffenent

zenith angles along a Nonth-South axis is shown. The ave:rage northe:rly

velocity in the example shown is 87.5 */s.

On a global scale Roach et al- (fSOZ), :repo::ting on the median

intensity of 557.7nm as a function of magnetic latitude, found a small

peak in median intensity in mid-tatitudes anC also that the median

intensity has a large semi-annular variation of these latitudes.

Ko::obeynikova and Nasirov (tgzz) neport that patches in the 557'7nm

nonphology may var5¡ in a :rapidly pulsating manner with peniods of the

o::den of 5 minutes. They also found that the lu¡ar tide affects

intensity such that an amplitude of 35 Rayleighs occurs 4 hours 10

minutes aften local midnight and the existence of a cor:refation between

557.7nn intensity and sponadic E. Banat et al (lglZ) have also neported

the p::esence of shont peniod intensity fluctuations with periods of 3-5

minutes and by viewing two fields of view it r^¡as found they oniginated in

a ::egion nea:: 96 km and al-so there was a lag in time in the structure

when there existed a spatial distance of sevenal
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kil-ometens between the two fields of view at 96 kn.

By examining the spectnoscopic detail-s of the 557.7nm line it is

possibte to calcu-l-ate the neutnal wind velocity fnom the Dopplen shift

and. the temperatu:re at the neutra.l- gas at the height of the air:glow

layen f::om the Doppler. broadening. Armstnong (1968) neviews the studies

which have been can::ied out and neports on tempe:rature measlì-rements of

tsoo K to greater than 2l-0o K. Howeven veny few wind measu:rements have

been reported. Bowen and Íiilksch (1974) have succeeded in finding values

fon the neut::al winds and comments on thei:: resufts will- be for-rnd in

Chapter. 4. Tempe::ature measulrements by the above mentioned workers have

been found to fl-uctuate by up to 1000 K on the same night al-though this

may be due to contamination by the F-r:egion component of 557.7nm

emission.

1.3.2 The Analysis of Moving Patterns in Geophys'ics

As will become apparent in the discussion on the 4-field photomete::

resufts the method of analysis must be taiiored to suit the nature of

the fl-uctuations being observed. However a brief review of teehniques

outlined by B:riggs (1968) will senve as a convenient lar:nching platform.

Briggs comments that methods used fon the detenmination of the drift

velocities of ionsosphenic irnegularities may have parallel applications

to trmoving patter:ns of light emissions from the night skyt'.

The two basic techniques ane that one may obse::ve at sevenal- spaced

points and monitor- temporal changes in the signat on al-ternatively a

spatial- pietur"e of the pattenn is obtained at successive intelvals of

time. By co:r:relation techniques , in the first case a tttime shiftrr may

be d"etermined a¡rd in the second case a itspace shifttt. In a spatial- one

dimensional case a rtspace timerr conrefation fr:nction p(Ert) may be

computed, where the two patterns ar€ seParated. in space by { and in time
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two r:emovable input systems, one a fish-eye or a.ll-sky lens with a 1600

field of view and the other^ a 20o field of view system which incLuded as

the objective a f-4.5, 210 mm focal length Schneider-Kreuznach Xenan

lens. This latten system also included a minror-periscope viewing

aruangement with the zenith angle adjustabJ-e from 0o to 90o and the

azimuth angle adjustable through 3600'

Each system was provided with a field lens situated above a common

focal plane v.ith an interference filter situated in the intervening

space. . Each cone of rays defining an image point was thenefore

focussed in such a way that the cent:ral nay of each cone was normal

to the focal p1ane. This provided the smatlest angula:: distr"ibution of

light :rays thnough the intenfenence filter. rnitiatly a graticule was to

be positioned at this focal plane but this ¡tas not done in the final

form. The filters, mounted in a rotatabl-e canniage with provision fon

fou:: filters, a furthen field l-ens below the focal plane and a rotable

shutter. below this fu::the:r field fens were contained within a thenmo-

statically heated box. A f-1.2, 58 mm, canon FL tens se::ved as the

objective lens to focus the image onto the photo-cathode. This lens was

situated approximately 230mm bel-ow the focal plane adjacent to the

filte:: and reduced the image size to 25.4mm. The upper optical system

was focussed by adjusting the position of this lens and this could be

calrried out exte::nally without the need to dismantle any components '

Chromatic abe:rration in this optícal system was comPensated for: by

focussing the system at 630nm and placing a 3.5mm perspex plate adjacent

the 557.7nm filter.

A f-1.5, 75mm canl Zeiss Jena Bioter lens acted as a collirnating

Iens at the output end of the image intensifien and a f-0.95 25mm Pienne

Angenieux lens was used as a camena lens, therefo::e providing a three-

times r"eduction in image size.
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A periscope to view the image intensifien output included a front

sunface coated mirnor which neflected the light through 9oo, a f-2

55mn Getios lens and a 22mm focat length IOX olympus eye-piece. the

peniscope and the cameua coul,d be alternately moved into the viewing

position.

The optical system also incluced 2mm thick quartz windows and

these isolated the irnage intensifier tube and al-so the f-1.5 75mm lens.

2.2.3 Fi I ters

The wavelength À of the transmission peak of the optimum inter-

ference filter fo:: an optical system such as the p:resent one is (Eather

and Reasoner, 1969)

ÀryÀo+åôÀo (z'L)

whe:re ÀO is the wavelength of the emission line and ôtrU is given by

ôÀ (2.2)

with 0 being the semi-angle of a cone of light r"ays at the filter and p:i'

the effective refractive index of the centnal sPaces layer for the

filter. More gener"al-Iy ôÀU is the negative wave length shift of the

üransmission peal< of the filter. for off-axis light-nays and' Ào is the

wave length of the tnansmission peak for lrays nonmal to the filten'

This angle for the 20o field of view system was 60 and ôÀUo was

- 1.5nm. For. both optical systems this angle could be reduced by

neducing the apenture of the f-1.2 S8mm focal length objective lens'

Thenefore it is possible to a certain extent to tailon the optics to suit

Ào
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the filten although at the elçense of the light intensity.

The original filters pnovided were single peniod.with transmission

peaks centred at 629.9nm and 557.7nm and having respective half-widths

or bandwidths of 3.0nm and 2.6nm. The natio of the tnansmission of the

background light compared to the rel-evant ainglow was high, due to the

broad bandwidths of the filter"s and the fact that their transmission

peak was not positioned acconding to equation (Z.t). It was estimated.

that for the green filten, the background light contri-bution equal1-ed

the 557.7nm ai:rglow component when the airglow intensity was 50

Rayleighs. Fu::ther? these fil-ters exhibited significant spatial vaniation

of the wavelength of the transmission peak-

The filters used in the final system had the following

specifications when tested at 30oC using an optical system with a 20

field. of view - the wavelengths of the transmission peaks we:re at

Oã0.+Snm and 557.75nm and the wavelengths where the transmission p:rofile

was half the value of the peak tnansmission we:re 629.98, 630.97nm and

557.22, 558.32nm respectively. Due to edge deterioration in these

filte:rs only the cenb:al- areas with respective d.iamete::s of 63rnm and 67mm

we:re used. The fitters wel?e opel?ated at 35oC and the aperture of

f-I.2, 58mm lens was set to f-1.5.

2"2"4 'l6mm Camera ' Fi lm

A camera fon the present system was buil-t in the Mawson Institute

and was capable of taking 100 ft spools of 16mm film. Two sol-enoids

wene used to open and close the camer-a shutten and the film was also

wor¡nd on during the latten openation. Control cincuitny using I second

and 10 second pulses from a crystal contnolled electronic clock was

constructed and exposune times of 1, 21 41 8, 16, 32 seconds and Ir 2,

4, 8, 16, 32 minutes wer:e avail-able.
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The camera was interfaced to the clock to provide coded time signals

on the film with fi-bre optics and used to transmit ligbt from miniature

incandescent globes to the film surface. Figu:re z-z is a sketch of an

individual film frame according to this svstem and indicates the

dimension of the image at the film and also shows the position of the

code ma:rks. In addition to the code marks pnovided to indicate the hour

and minute in a binary sense, four further code marks were used to

indicate additional info::mation such as the fil-ter used and doubtful

weather conditions.

The film used was Kodak 4-X Reversal Film and this film offers the

propenties of high speed, fine gnain with a dense anti-hafation layer

between the emulsion and the film base. Tts nesofving power is superior

to Plus-X negative film and equivalent to Plus-X reversal film.

It is possi-ble to adjust the ove::all light gain of the system to

",rit ttr." fil-m cha:racteristics by changing the gain of the image

intensifier and also by ad.justing the apentu:re setting of the camera

Iens. Maxinising the contrast on the fil-m fon a given intensity change

was the critenion used to establ-ish the gain. This was car:ried out by

positioning a density graduation cha::t calibrated in density steps of

0.2 in in the image plane adjacent to the fil-ten. The EHT appJ-ied to

the image intensifien tube was varied. over a range of 26 kv to 33 kV fo::

va¡ious settings of the apertune and the exposulle times. Although one

would'ex¡rect the contnast to be similar when the combination of the

intensifier gain and the aperture setting provide an equal gain at the'

film, nevertheless it was found that an EHT setting of 27 kv and an

apenture setting of f-2.0 fo:r the camena l-ens at an exposure time of 30

seconds provided the maximum contrast without rep::icocity failu:re of the

film being evident. Inc::easing the gain through increasing the EHT by

2 to 3 kV however did not dec:reas.e the contrast to any appreciable degree.
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The exposure times used fon the ainglow vanied from 1-4 minutes

depending upon the intensity of the emission line and the optical system

used.

Hish Voltage Supply, Voltage Divider

A Bnandenbung Model 905 power supply was used and this model provides

an output cu:::rent of up to 400 pA with the voltage continuously

adjustable f::om 6 kV to 60 kV. According to the makers specifications

the output voltage ripple is l-00 v peak to peak and the negulation fon

zeno to full load is better than 0.259o at fuII voltage.

A voltage divider necessary to supply the conrect potentials to the

13 dynodes of the image intensífiel? llas built in the Mawson Institute

using the nesistance values recommended. by EMI. The voltage applied to

the 3 intenmediate phosphon-cathode dynodes could be varied by up 1e t39o

in thnee switched steps of f.5% plus 1.59o continuous fine adjustment'

2.2.6 Focuss i ng So'l enoi d, Sol enoi d Current Supp'ly

The solenoid, supplied. by EMI, included helical water-cooling

tr:bes cast in epoxy::esin running along the inside of the sofenoid. The

solenoid had a ::oom temperature resistance of 1l- ohms and produced a

field of 49.8 Gauss/AmP.

The solenoid curnent supply used was a Roband Powen supply Type

No P1912. This unit suppl-ies a cur:rent of 2-10 amps DC, continuously

va:riable at a 100 V max., and according to the manufacturerrs

specifications exhibits a nipple of less than 0.5eo peak to peak and a

current stability of less than 0.59o fo:r periods of 30 minutes, ambient

temperature changes of 5oC and mains changes of 110% Volts. The curnent

nequined fon three-loop focussing of the image intensifier llas 7'5 amps

when the E.H.T. was set to 30 kV.
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General Mechanical Design

For efficient cooling, the image intensifier tube was mounted within

the solenoid such that ain could be dinected onto the photo-cathode and

cinculated between the solenoid. and the image intensifier. A schematic

sketch of the mounting of the image intensifien tube within the solenoid

appealrs in Figune 2.3. Essentially the system consisted of a fibne-

glass cytinden mounted within the solenoid and two-fibre-glass end modul-es

between which the image intensifien tube was |tsandwichedtt in place '

These end modufes included spherical teflon-coated mounting surfaces for

mating with surfaces on the fibr"e-glass cylinden and by using silicon

grease as a gasket cement, efficient sealing could be obtained. The

sphe:rical shape of these su::faces enabled the image intensifie:r tube to

be accunately alligned with the optical axis. The whole assembly was

mounted vertically on an al-uminium frame'

Othen featu::es included the ain ducting into the inage intensifie::

chamber, a compartment in the bottom end module for mounting the FI'5'

75mm lens thr:ough which a separate flow of air could be dilrected, 2mm

quantz windows for insulation punPoses mounted within the end modules

and a recess in the bottom module fon insertion of the camera lens or

peniscope to rnaintain the system light tight'

The Coo'l i ng SYstem

The cool-ing system for the image intensifier essentially cooled the

solenoid by circulating a bnine sofution consisting of 5jeo methanof and

S0% de-ionized water thnough the solenoid and by dir:ecting dry nitrogen

anound. the image intensifien tube" Figune 2.4 provides a block diagram

of the anrangement of the coo]-ing system. A Kel-vinaton Accessible Herrnetic

A 6330 3hp compressol. using R 502 as a refuid.gerant cooled the methanol--

2"2"8
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brine coolant in an evaporator-heat exchangen unit. The methonal-brine

coolant initially stoned in a 9 gallon stainl-ess steel rese::voin was

pumped through the heat exchanger to the solenoid and an additional heat

exchanger connected in par"allel. This additional heat exehangen coofed

the dry-nitrogen which was cinculated thnough the inage intensifien

chamber, and consisted of a vehicle heater unit. Additional featunes

incl-uded. a pressune sensitive switch which shut down the solenoid

curuent supply, compressor and pump if the coolant flow stopped and a

filter to r:emove any foneign matter in the coolant'

The system on a winters night could maintain the coolant tempenatu:re

at the input to the solenoid at -39oC and the dry nitrogen temperature

adjacent to the photo-cathode at -29oC when the solenoid current was set

to 7.7 A.

Initially problems were encounte::ed with fogging of the lenses and

the quartz windows. This was overcome with the camera lens by

positioning a heating coil around the lens and maintaining the lens at

room tempenatune. Dry nitrogen heated to the order of 70oC was

circulated thnough the sealed compartment containing the f-1.5 75 nrn lens.

l{ith a gas flow such that a 220 cu ft capacity gas cylinden lasted fo::

20 hours, the ain temperatune in this lens compartment was maintained at

OoC. The exhausted ai:r was then ::eheated and circul-ated th:rough the

space between the uppe:: quantz window and the f-I.2, 58 mm objective lens.

2.3"'l Observations

Observations on moonless nights, weathen penmitting !Íere carnied

out th:nough 1972 and ea::Iy 1973. Examples of obsenvations f::om these

nights are to be found in Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 and consist of

negative pr:ints enlanged on Iffob:rom I-B4.IP paper (a fairly high contract

papen) fnom the original positive film. To aid comparison the print
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Figure 2.5

1900 ur
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Prints (next page) of the sky pictures taken on the 3rd

September Lg72, using the 557'7nm fitter and the

"aII sky" optics. The film exposure time was I minute'

Èhe EHT was 30 kV and the solenoid current set to 7'64

Indicated a-bove are the times at which the pictures were

taken and the Print exposure time'
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exposune tines have been adjusted such that the nine sþ pictunes aPpean-

ing in each figure have appnoximateJ-y equal density. Details such as the

time in UT when the sky pictu:res wene taken, pnint exposllre time, EHT and

solenoid current appeau on the page Preceding the figunes.

In Figure 2.5, sky pictures taken using the 557.7nm fil-ten and the

rfalJ- skytroptics on 3 September. 1973 appear with the film. exposure time

set to 1 minute, the EHT to 29 kV and the solenoid tc 7.5 A. An added

r:efinement was the use of a rrVan Rijhnrt filten which consisted of photo-

gr:aphic film characterized by dec::easing transmission with increasing

radius. This tnansmission filter was positioned below the interference

filter and its object was to bal-ance out the Van Rijhn effect in the ai::-

glow and ther.eby produce sky pictu::es with a more even density. The pic-

tu:res ane or"ientated such that no::th is towards the top of the page and

east to the night. The cross, positioned slightly to the left of top of

each pictul?e, was due to an electric light pole and wi:res leading to this

pole are also nesolved. Stars moving fnom east to west appear as black

dots and the white dots a:re th:rought to be photocathode Itbur:nstt pnoduced

pneviously by the b::ighter stans. No detail which cannot be attributed

to the uneven t::ansmission of the optics on to sky backgrourrd is visually

appar:ent. However", there was an overall decr:ease in ainglow intensity on

this night which is evidenced by the inc::easing pr.int exposune time.

Sky pictures taken on the I June 1972 using the 630nm fil-te:r and the

rrall skyil optics appeal? in Figure 2.6. NotrVan Rijhnrrfilte:: was used on

this occasion and darkening in the sky pictures in al?eas cornesponding'to

high zenith angles is appanent. Othen features attributable to the

[0I] À 630nm airglow incfude the decreasing over"all intensity from 1000 UT

to 1430 UT and. increasing intensity from ther.e-on, as apparent from the

pr:int exposure times. This incnease in overall- intensity f:rom 1600 UT

onwa::ds is due to predawn enchancement, and the
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Figure 2.6 Prints (next page) of the sky pictures taken 8 June 1972

using the 630 mm filter and "all sky" optics' The film

exposure time was l minute, the BHT'was 29 kV and the

solenoid current set to 7.54. Indicated above are the

times at which the pictures were taken and also the

print exposure tj-me.
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increased darkening in the east in the 1700 UT and the l-800 UT sky

pictures companed to the 1OO0 UT and.the l'l-00 UT sky pictures is al-so

attnibutable to predawn enhancement. A comprehensive r"epor:t on pr:edawn

enhancement as obsenved at Adelaide has been p::oduced by Schaeffen (1970).

Final-ly, sky pictures taken with the 20o field of view optics and

the 557.7nm filten appear in Figune 2.7. The exposune time fon each

fi:ame was I minute with 4 minute inter"vals sepa::ating the frames

pictu:red. The::e are no visuall5z appar.ent featu::es v¡hich can be attnibuted

to the 557.7nm ainglow.

2"3"2 Processing the SkY Pictures

The sky pictunes for most nights were enlanged onto ll-fobrom 35.lP

paper (a high contrast paper:) and fon some nights when the exposure time

was 1 minute, their total numbe:: amounted to 700. Howeven they visually

revealed no more features that could be attnibuted to the ainglow than

that already reported. Copying the sky pictu::es onto Agfa-Contor::r fil-m

and Kodalith film and the::eby enhancing the contr:ast also failed to

neveal any significant ai:rglow structu::e. Non-uníformities in the sky

pictu:res produced by the irnegulan t::ansmission chanacte:ristics of the

opticsr e.g. caused by the filten, tended to mask the aíngJ-ow featu:res.

Spatial filtening was also carried out by positioning an opaque

spot at the centre of the Fr"aunhoffer" diffnaction pattern of the sky

pictune. This, acconding to the size of the spot, removes the D.C.

backg:round signal and l-ow frequency components. However the pnoblem

remains of structure in the sky pictures whose scale size is similan to

the expected air"glow featunes. A mone sophisticated filtering technique

in which a holognarn of -[he transparency is mad'e has been out]-ined by

Cutrona (fgos) ¡ut this has not been tnied.

In the light of the 4-fiel-d photometen-:results, useful information
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Prints (next page) of the sky pictures taken on

the 2nd September 1972 using the 557 '7 nm filter and

the 2Oo field of view optics- The film exposure time

was 1 minute, the EHT was 29 kV and the solenoid

current was set to 7-54. Indicated above are the

times at which the pictures weïe taken' The print

exposure time was the same for each picture'
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efficiency. Acco::dirrg to the pnevious section, the maximum reduction

that could be tolerated woul-d be a facto:r of 3. Fo:: an equivalent

guantum efficiency of L/3 of that the photo-cathode efficiency, it is

estimated that the numben of stoned photons would decrease fnom 107 per

ee

cm to5x10 due to increased granularity. Using 16mm film as

in the present.case, the fi1m allea amounted to only 0.4 c*2 and taking

into account backg:round light, the effective numben of stoned photons

from the airglow cannot be expected to exceed 106.

fn conclusion to provide sky pictures usable in cross-con:relation

analysis, it is necessany to use film with a useable allea exceeding

4 c*2 and to also use a filter taiLored to suit the optics as outlined

in Section 2"2.3. In these cincumstances with the gain optirnised,

each sky pictune should contain the requined numben of stoned photons.

2 62perî cm
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CHAPTER 3

A SCANNING FIELD-STOP PHOTOMETER

3"1 Introduction

This chapten will be concenne<l with some technical considenations

involved in desÍgning a 4-fie1d of view photometen suitable fon obtaining

the drift velocities of small scale, smal-I amplitude fluctuations

in the night ainglow. Initially a study of noise charactenistics will be

carnied out with ernphasis on the possible soul:ces of errors involved in

calculating values of the d.r"ift velocity. Panamete:rs involved with these

errors along with the scale size and the intensity amplitude of

À 557.7nm(OI) featu:res will- be taken into account in the instrument

design.

3.2.1 Noise Consideration

In section 1.3.2 the vetocity of a one-dimensional pattern moving

aclross two spaced receivens is determined by finding the peak of the

c?oss con:relation function of the two signals at some time tr. With a

spacing 60, the velocity Vr is given by

Vl= (3.r)

It is evident in equation (I.10) that with the pattern ehanging in

a::andom fashion with time this vel-ocity Vr, sometimes cal-led the

Itappa:rent velocitytr, will have a largen value than the tnue velocity.

The tirne shift tt and an associate<l standard deviation orr will be

nelated to the standard deviation ovr in velocity Vt by

Eo/t' ,
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orl ovlr=F. ( 3.2)

( 3.4)

The uncentainty in the time lag rnay be accounted for by two

independent factors. One :results from the finite sampling of photon

events by the photometer while the othe:r is due to change in the obsenved

pattern. Thus the standard deviation OTr may be expressed as

Õrt2 = otP2 + otR2 (3.3)

where otp is the standard deviation intnoduced by Poisson statistics due

to resolution limits in the photometer while OtR is due to changes in the

ainglow pqttern as it moves across the fields of view'

3"2.2 Estimation of otR

In the estimation of the standar.d deviation otR the ainglow

fluctuations will be assumed to be Gaussian in nature whereas they ane

more likely to be due to a superposition of waves whose fo::m will change

as scattering and dissipation occuns. Also one will be obse::ving a two

dimensional cnoss-section only of a three-dimensional pattern and hence

at best the ::esu1t obtained wil-I be only tnue in a qualitative sense with

respect to airglow Patte::ns.

Buckley (1971) has estimated that the root-mean square value of

deviations in time lag fon the Gaussian fo::rn of the co::relation function

is

otR = I
Flc

I-

,/ tt
T-t-pm

c

where g,n is the maximum vafue of the cnoss-col?nelation function, T, is

the tine-Iength of the data and T. i.s the width of the corss-correl-ation

firnction. The Gaussian form of the co:rnelation function discussed in

section I.3.2 is (Fedo:r and Plywaski, 1972)
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3.3 Mt. Torrens Four-field Photometer

It must be emphasized at this stage that the Mt. Torrens photometer

was oniginated specificalJ-y fon testing the feasibility of obtaining

dnift velocities from ainglow patterns and when set up initially' Iittl-e

was known about the natu::e of the pattenns. The photometen consisted of

an existing 5o field of vier¡ photometen with a 3rr aperture of the type

described by Schaeffer (1970) and onto this an additional optical system

was added. A moving fieJ-d stop capable of sequentially observing foun

fields of view completed the modifications.

3.3.1 OPTICS AND FILTER

The detail-s of the optical system used in the Mt. Tor:rens 4-field

photometer alre shown in Figure 3.2. To the o:riginal 50 field of view

system an objective lens of diameten 220 mm and focal lehgth of 470 mm' a

field stop assembly and a coflimating lens of l-00 mm diameter and 177 ¡nm

focal J-ength were added. The exit pupil of the added optical- system was

situated at the position of the interfer:ence filten and due to edge

deteriation in the filten, only a cent::al anea of diamete:: 63.5 mm was

used. Thus the entrance pupil situated 326 mm above the objective lens

had a diameter of lBG mm.

The angular size and spacing of the fiel-ds of view were Jimited

by lens and filter considenations. For intenference filters, increasing

the angle of incidence nesu1ts in the peak value of the wave length of

the pass band being shifted to shonter r{ave lengths, while incireasing the

temperatune of the filten :resufts in the peak value of the wave length

being shifted to longen wave lengths. In Figure 3.3a the fields of view

aryangement is illustrated with the field of view spacing at 96 km being

2.26 km and the diameten of each fiel-d. of view being l-.62 km. The angle

of incidence of the cent::a1 ray of each fiel-d of view was 2.810 and the
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wave length of the pass band peak at this angle was 557.7nm when the

filten temperatune vlas llooc. The pass band of the filten at nonmal

incidence was 0.9nm and tilting the filter by 30 resulted in an inc:rease

of 0.2nm. The contnibution of background was estimated by tiltíng the

filten to where 557.7nm lies outside the band pass hence allowing an

estimate of the bacl<ground.. Figur:e 3.3b shows an example of the var"iation

of light intensity as the band pass is moved in and out of the emission

Iine for" each field of view. TypicalÌy on a moonless night the 557.7nm

airgJ-ow .l-ine was five times molîe intense than the backgnound contnibution

being transmitted th:rough the filter. In obsenvational mcde the background

component was not nemoved since a constant bacÌ<ground would not affect the

results. However: stars brighter than approxirnately magnitude 4 moving

across the field of view pnesented pnobJ-ems due to the changing background.

Fina11y, the fou: diffelrent fiel-ds of view we::e obtained by moving

the field stop with ::espect to the ::est of the optics. This was

achieved by two spr.ing-sofenoid mechanisms, the respective off-off, off-

on, on-off and on-on mod.es of the solenoids providing the four recording

positions. The tirne of viewing of each position was 2.5 seconds followed

by a tfdead timerr of 0.25 seconds the:refo::e allowing the field stop to

arrive at the next position and :resulting in the cycle being repeated

every 11 seconds.

3.3.2 DETECTING AND RECORDING SYSTETÍ

The photomul-tiplier used vras a EMI 9635 B tube which has a Bi-alkali

(K-Cs) photocathocle and. a cluantum efficiency of 109o at 557.7nm. As the

signal count nate is large it r'¡as decided that the:re was littl-e to be

gained in developing a pu-lse counting cir.cuit fo::'the photomuJ-tiplien and

its output was fed into a low current arnplifie:: and this pnovided a 0 to 1

volt output. Due to the proximity of a heaten fo:: the filtens, some

neasure of cooling the photomultipJ-ier was found necessary and this was
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achieved by blowing the external night ain (which is nonmally in the range

2oC to 15oC) thnough the photomultiplier chamber. Under these cincum-

stances the dank cunnent was typically two ordens of magnitude less than

the si-gnaI.

Figure 3.4 is a flow chant fnom which the sequence of each operation

can be tr"aced. The low current amplifien output was converted to a pulse-

type fo:rm by a VCO and this was fed to a 5246 L H.P. counten. The gating

tirne of this counten r¡as set to 2.5 sec by an external oscillaton anC the

::ead-out command pnovidecl by this gate also controlled the position of

the field stop thr"ough the solenoid-dnive elecûronics. The read out mode

of the counter:, which is the time delay between the end of one

measurement and the commeneement of a new measulîement, vlas set to 0.25 sec

d1:ring which the digitized intensity provided by the counten and the

field stop position pr.ovided by the sofenoid drive circuitry wene printed

out by a 5264 H.P. Pr:inter.

A 50 field of view tilting photometen of the type described by

Schaeffen (1970) was rlun concunrently and also monitoned the 557.7nm

emission. A schematic sketch of the photometen system is given in Figune

3. 5.

3 "3 .3 SENSITIVITY

Equation (3.11) can now be used to estimate c for the Mt. Tonr:ens

4-fie1d photometer, i.e. the limiting value of ::elative inter¡sity of the

fluetuation fon which vafues of drift veiocitSr can be calcufated l^Iith

::easonable certainty. The vafue of o¿ is 0.032, but as will be pointed

out in the results, the nelative enror in veloci\r magnitude was :rel-axed

to 2O9o and the data length was extended to 18 minutes allowing velocity

estimates to be given when cl was as smal-I as 0.01 '
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3.4 Desìgn Suggestions for Future l4ultip'le-Field Photometers

Economically, the viewing of each field sequentially by a scanning

method inco:rponated in one photometer would be supenio:: to a system whe::e

each field is viewed continuously. For each to be equivalent, the finst

system woul-d be ::equined to col-lect four times the light intensity and a

fow cost Fnesnel Lens o:: parabolic mi:r::ors would make this a viabl-e

pnoposition.

The pnoblem of the central rays of each field of view being at non-

nonmal incidence with nespect to the interference filten coul-d be

alleviated either by synchnonously tiJ-ting the fil-ten as the field-stop

changes position in such a manner these central l?ays t?emain normal for all

field stop positions o:r by empÌoying a diffenent system fon rnultiple

field viewing. One suggestion is to use a scanning coelostat system"

Another r.efinement woufd be to remove the background for eve::y obsenvation

by again using the vaniation of band pass wave length with the angle of

incidence pr.operty of interference filters.

In an obse::vational program, collecting data at the nate of a 4-5

figune nrunben every 2-3 seconds woul-d result in a lange volume of data,

but efficient and inexpensive data handing systems of the required

capacity al?e now available. In summal?y the cost of a 4-field photomete::

ís not high by modern standards whi.l-e the scientific value of the data may

be high, as suggested by the results alneady obtained.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS FROM THI 4-FIELD PHOTOMETER

4"'l Introducti on

This chapter will be concer:ned with the method used in analysing

the::esults fi:oqr the 4-field photometer, and al-so a description of the

::esul-ts which wene obtained from obsenvations on tr 557.7nm (OI)

intensities. From the data, drift vel-ocities of the intensity fl-uctuations

and their powen spectra wene deduced.

The results will be nepo:rted in two sections. In the first section,

interesting examples of À 557.7nm intensity fl-uctuations along with

related dnift velocities and por{en spectra will be given while in the

second, scatten plots of the d::ift velocities for a panticulan night along

with a mean por^/er sÞectr.um for that night will be repoi:ted. Also for two

nights, wind velocities, measured by finding the Doppler Shift of the

À SS7.7nm (OI) line, h¡ere avaifable and this will be compared with the

d.nift velocities "

4.1"1 DETERMINATION OF THE DRIFT VELOCITIES

The drift velocity on horizontal trace speed was determined from

the 1ag time in str"ucture viewed f:rorr the fou:r f ields of view. The data

were not examined spectrally in which technique a horizontal- trace speed

appnopriate to each flnequency is found as the S/N ratio was usual-ly only

adequate to determi.ne the vel.oeity with any confidence fo:: on11' the most

dorninant featune existing in the airglow pattenn at that time. Also as

pointeC out by Hines (1974), a problem still exists in a fulI spectral

analysis since severaf patte:rns, at a given fnequencyr propagating in

different di:rections would yield a meaningless velocity.
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To detenmine the most suitabLe time-lengths of data, blocks of 55

minute dunation (co:rresponding to 300. data points for each field of view)

wene divided into lengths of 55/n minutes and ovenall, n = 3 gave the

most reliabl-e values of drift velocities. This record length of 18

minutes p::obably represents a compromise where the drift velocity on most

occasions does not change appneciably in this interval and otP, defined

by equation (3.S), is r.¡ithin reasonable limits. Although tong peniod

stnucture and trends were not nemoved, the value of the drift velocity

obtained will appJ-y maínly fon structuz.e whose period is less than the

length of data (I8 minutes).

The cross-cornelation function p.-(t) was found by conrelating the

blocks of data F.(t) and F.(t) fnom the tv¡c fields of view i and j

respectively using the lagged pnoducts method defined by the following

equation

r (t )'r (t+t¡
l_ i0..('r) ='al

[rr, {t) 2.LF,(Ð1b
l

( 4.1)

It is then necessalry to find the value of the time lag T defined as

t.. when p..(t) is a maximum. Since the width of the cross-connelation
rl 1l

function p_.-(t) was large companed to the shift of the maximum value of
_LJ

p..(t) from the zero J-ag point ('r = 0), a founth onder polynomia.L was
r-l

fitted to 0_.-(t) adjacent lq T = 0 . The time disolacement t.. was then--'ij' ' r-l

found by diffe:rentiating the polynomial and finding the appnopriate

numenical root using the Newton-Raphson ite:rative method.

If ("1,V1) and ["i,V¡) ane the horizontal co-ondinates of the two

fields of view i, j then the polar difference vectons urj, urj between

the two fiel-ds are defined as follows
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d..
r-J It",-.r)'* (r:-rr) ']

t' X.-X. \
= anctanl- I tl

t v.-Y.J' -l -1

+
( 4. 2a)

e ij (4.2b)

A val-ue fo:r the tr:ace veJ-ocity v.. along a line joining two fietds
r-J

is then given by

td.. r
V,,=lrJ n I (4.3)'íj ltij -ijj

A-trthough for::: points of observations all-ow six cnoss-conr.elation

combinations and hence six tnace velocity values, thene ar"e only 3

deglees of freedom and hence some values can be considered nedundant.

Use of adjacent points to obtain foun tnace velocities, which acconding

to the configuration in Figune 4.1-a woul-d be vrr, vl3, Y24, v34 nesur-t in

each point having equal weight and no data loss. The dnift velicity vp:

as shown in Figure 4.b, is now given by the pe:rpendicul-an from the

or:igin to a best-fit st::aight line of the foun points defined by the

trace velocities. The direction of dnift Q is measuned cl-ockwise fnom

the North. llowever, one needs to be wa:ry in the choice of the method

used in the line-fitting p:rocedure.

Equation (3.2) may be written in the fo:rm

d
OV

1l ( +. r+)

t 2

r_l

of the 1ag time tAssurning that the standar-d error- ot ij ij is independent

of the value of t

ot
l_ l

ij

ij' the standa:rd e:rror ov_. . in the tnace velocity V_. .r-l - r-l

and

wil-l be lange fo:: small time tags.

Use can be made of the rel-ation between the d¡ift velocity V
0

some tnace vel-ocity Ve.

that

Frorn the geometry in Figune 4.Ib it can be shown
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À=+cos(O-O). (4's)ve uo

_ t..
The reciprocal of the trace velocity Ul = ¡| ana hence the standa::d

r-l r-J

f r I ot"
ennor olv-l = #. The fitting of the trace vel-ocities inrrrecipnocal

t'íj/ *ij

modeil to the func.tj.c¡n defined by equation (4.5) is reasonable since the

standar.d er?ror "[#..ì 
is then índepenCerrt of the value of tij ' It must

' rl'

be pointed out that it is stitl assumed that ot.. is independent of the

value of t.. and also of the direction of the t::ace velocity in :rel-ation
r-l

to the d:rift velocitY.

Subroutine Cunfit (Bevingtonr P' 237), which makes a least squal:es

fit to non-linean functions, was used to fit the four trace velocities

v.. to the function definedby equation (4.5) thus pnoviding estimates to
r-J

the nagnitude of the clrift velocity V* and' its dinection 0' This

sr:broutine also pnovides the standand' emors j'n the output parameters

l+. ,l and these along with consistancy in the lag times wene used in
t.uo"J

assessing the rrgenuinenesst' of the drift velocity. velocities for which

the :ratio of the standard deviation of the vel0city magnitude to the

velocity magnitude exceeded 0"2 were, in the main, discarded and this

generally corresponded to regions of the data where the amplitud'e of the

sho:rt period structu:e were small'.

4.1,.2 DETERMINATION OF THE POWER SPECTRA

The power spectna of the 557.7nm (OI) intensity fluctuations are

pr.esented in this chapter and the next. In this chapte:: the powen spectra

we:re cal-culatecl from data blocks of 512 points corresPonding to 95 minutes
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4.2"2 VARIATIONS FOR 17 September, 1973' 1512 UT to 1637 UT

Figunes 4.3a and 4.3b provide the intensity vaniations with dnift

velocities and the power. spectrum of the variations obsenved on

17 September,1973 during the interval l-512 UT to 1647 UT.

Of interest in Figure 4.3a are tvro peniodic type structu:res whose

velocj.ties are in afmost opposite directions. In the inte:rval 1519 UT to

1539 UT a wave, peniodic ovell 5 cycles with a per:iod of 5 minutes and a

relative ampJ-itude of 39o, had a honizontaf trace velocity of 44 ms-l

toward.s the north-west. The velocity in the inter"val- 1538 UT to 1558 UT

-1was 77 ms - in an easterly dir:ection. By finding the time J-ags between

individual- featu:res in each of the 4-fiel-ds, it is also possible to

estimate the dnift vetocity, and the velocities at 1549 UT and f559 UT

(pts A and B i:r Figu::e 4.3a) confírrned the eastwar"d drift of this

ctzructur"c. The time lags of L605 I-1T to l-647 IIT were slnall- and in*

consistent suggesting that the intensity vaniations at this time may have

been fonmed from the superposition of 2 or more structunes t::aveIling in

d.iffenent directions.

There a::e two interesting features in the powen spectnum given by

Figu:re 4.3b which are not obviously appanent in intensity vaniations in

Figur:e 4.3a. A significant spectr.al peak occuns at a pe:riod of 19

minutes and a close examination of the intensity necord in Figure 4.3a

reveals that a wave of low amplitudes (l-% to 29o reLative amplítude) i^rith

a peniod of appnoximately 19 minutes was present throughout the length of

the :record. Using the criter"ia outlined in Section 4.I.2 a significant

spectnal peak also appeans at a firequency of l-.05 x l-0-2 ttz (95 second

period).

4.2.3 VARIATIONS FOR 28 September, 1973' 1145 UT to'1320 UT

Intensity var.iations with corlresponding drift velocities and the
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power spectrum fon 28 Septemben, 1973' l-145 UT to 1320 UT are given in

Fig¡res 4.4a and r+.4b respectivefy. The drift velocities in this interval

are predominantly in an eastward direction. Much of the spectral powell

is concentrated in a r.egion corresponding to per"iods between 6 minutes

and II rninutes. As can be seen in the intensity trace this stnucture is

supenimposed on a longe:: period stnucture with a peniod of around 45

minutes.

4.2.4 VARIATIONS 0F 1 October, 1973,1430 UT to 1605 UT

Intensity variations with drift velocities and the power spectrum

fo:r the above time interval are given in Figur"es 4.5a and 4.5b. The dnift

velocities are in a general-Iy southwa:rd di:rection. A broad. spectral peak

is cent:red at a period of 14 minutes and another statistically significant

peak occurs at 7 minutes.

4.2.5 VARIATIOI{S 0ì.1 29 November, L973, 1400 UT to 1535 UT

Intensity var.iations with drift vefocities and the powe:r spectnum of

the intensity variations during this inte:rvaf ane presented in Figures 4.6a

and 4.6b. The dnift vel-ocities were in a predominantly westward direction

although in the inter,val 1451 UT to 1509 UT, a drift velocity towa:rds the

no:rth-east was observed. Spectr.alJ-y the intensity record is composed of

a very long peniod tr.end on which a wave of peniod of around 55 minutes

was superimpose<1. On this, short peniod fluctuations with peniods

extending to nearly 2 minutes we::e in tu::n superimposed.

4"3 Drift velocit'ies of 557"7nm(0I) Intensity variations

Drift velocities obtained on six nights using the 4-field Photomete:r

we:re plotted in the form of scatter plots and are presented in Figr-r:res

4.7 to q.I2. AIso on tvro nights (Zg Septembe:r, l-973 and I October, 1973)

wind velocities, found OU tuu=rroing the Doppler shift of the 557.7nm (OI)
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power spectlrum. These spectra obtained on 23 August L973' l-7 and 28

Septemben, 1973r 1 Octoben, 1973 and 29 Novemberr1973 ane p:resented in

Figunes 4.I5 and 4.19.

The fa1l-off of spectral power with firequency for each of the power

spectra has been summanized in Table 4.1, whene n is given by ::elation

p(f)of-n, where P(f) is the spectral powen at some frequency f. A general

trend seems to be a change in faII-off in spectnal powel? of roughly '-''',

-3at frequencies less than about 4 x 10 Hz to something around f fon

frequencies greater than this. on 29 November' 1973 there is a

-2
significant spectral powe:r contribution extending to nearly I x10 Hz.

-3 -2
On 28 September:, 1973 the fal-l-off between 5 x 10 Hzand4xl0 Hz is

divided into two components.

on all nights there may be some spectral powe:: at frequencies

> 4 x 1o-3 Hz fo:r severaf reasons. lÍhite noise would exhibit a spectnal

powel? cha:racte:ristic of fo whereas it is typicalry f-1. Also the

spectral power at 4 x 1O-3 Uz is an order of magnitude gneater than the

noise por¡rer estimate. (fn Section +.I.2 the spect:ra1 noise Po\^Ier was

estimated to be - 10-2 on the scale used in the Figures.) Furthe:: on the

two nights 23 August, 1973 and l-7 September' 1973 whe::e the noise was

gneate:: than the othen nights and therefore was gneaten than l-0-2, the

power Spectra flattens out at frequencies greaten than iIO-2 tlz suggesting

that the spectral pol^rer has decreased to a limiting background level'

On the debit side, the field stop positions in the photometer l^Iene

not always cons;ista.nt an<l as the filte:r t::ansmission coefficient is

-1.3
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Niqht

23 August I973 5x10

5x10
-)10-

Frequency Range (Hz)

-3 to 5x10
-)to10--2

to 1.6 x I0

n

-2

-2

-2.25

-r.0

-0.3

-2.3

-L.25

-L.7

-3 .0

-r.5

-0-9

-2-r

-r.3

-2.2
-0.3

-3 .5

-1.6

17 September 1973 5 x l0 -3 to4x10 -2

4xto-3 to9xlo-3
-?1.1 x 10 " to 1.6 x 10-3 0

28 September 1973 5 x 1o-3 Lo 2.5 x to-2

-2 to 4 x 1O-2

-tto10-

to I.6 x 1O-2

-3 -2I october 1973 5 x I0 to 4.5 x 10

to I.5 x 104.5 x I0-3

-4 to4x10
to7xl0

to9xI0

29 November 1973 5 x I0

Table 4.1

2.5 x 10

-?4x10"
_)10-

-2

4x10
7x10

9xI0

-3

-3

-3

-3

-3

-3

to I.6 x l0 -2

Fal-I-of f Spectral Power of 557.7 nm I Orl

In'Eensity Variations with frequency-

n is given by relation P (f) cr f-n where P (f)

is the spectral po'úler at frequency f .
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highly depenclent on the exact position of the field stop, this could give

r"ise to such an effect c¡n the spectnal power distribution'







(5.4)
% = [dPJå

whene ] is the natio of specific heats and g is the gravitational field

strength. If the atmosphene is non-isothennal, the buoyancy fi:equency %

79

(s.s)

becomes

dH b

ûI
.C)

úò Y-l+Y

YH

-dHwhene ä t" the height de::ivative of the scale height. In the f::equency

range % a r a r", thene al?e no fnee waves'

In the accoustic-g:ravity wave spectrum, the:re may be prefen:red

modes and this will be discussed in Section 5.4 in relation to filtering

by wind pnofiles and nay tnacing fr^om sounces.

5.2.3 DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVED 557.7nm (0I) POWER SPECTRA

The value "f % at 96 km ca.lculated from equation (5.5) whene

y = 1.4, I = 9.504 *-"u"-1, H = 6l-07 metres and fif = 0.0835 (Cospar, 1965)

is 3.82 x 1O-3 Hz which corresPonds to a peniod of 262 seconds.

fn section 4.4 with pa::ticular refe:rence to Table 4..1, the spectral

pot^rer va:riation with fnequency on each night demonstnates a change in

characteristics at a frequency near 4 x l-0-3 Hz. on 29 Novemben, l-973 a

featr:r,e in the nightly Power spect:rum which did not aPpealr on any othen

night consists of a shoulde:: at f::equencies above this frequency with a

funthen featune which could be inte::pneted as a cut-off frequency at

-39x10 Hz.

An alte:rnative way of viewing the powen spectna of 55?.7¡¡ (oI)

vaniatiorrs occuring on a particular night is by means of spectrograms as
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where t¡ is the apparent fuequency of a wave in a stationany fname of

refenence, ot ís the,wave fnequency in the fuame of refenence of the wind

and k is the wave nunben. A wave propagating in the di:rection of the

wind will- thenefore have an incneased frequency when obse:rved from the

ground. Howeven, the :requir.ed fuequency shift would require cincumstances

such as a wave with a hor izontal- wavel-ength less than 20 km propagating

with a wind with a velocity greater than 100 ,n"-1.

Another possibility which coul.d account for the spectr"al powell

chanacteristics of this night is that the 557"7 nm (Ot) i::regularities

show wave b:reaking. This may a::ise when exponential wave gno\¡¡th with

height is l-inited by dissipatíon. There are two features which coul-d be

significant in dedueing whether wave breaking is a plausibl-e altennative.

Firstly, with nefer:ence to Figure 4.6a whe:re intensity pnofiles of some

of the relevent ir::egularities appear, the degree of cornelatíon between

the ::ecords of the four fields of view is not, at least in a qualitative

sense, as great as that between the other irregula:rities appeaning in

Chapten 4 and this may have been a ::esult of wave breaking. A1so, as

will be discussed later in this chapten, sevelle dissipation in a vrave may

a:rise when thà wave amplitude :reaches a centain leveI, and this might be

the case her.e since the amplitude of the relevant irregula::ities is

relatively la:rge. Hol^reve::, the question exists as to whether wave

b:reaking in g::avity waves could result in spectnal power of the magnitude

obsenved at fuequencies l-ess than the buoyancy frequency.

Throughout this section the obsenved 557.7nm (OI) inregularities

have been associated only with internal gravity waves. However, this

does not exclude contr"ibutions from other causesr e.g. in Section 4.4 it

was found. that significant spectral poi.Ien at levels above the estimated

noise 1evel existed at fr"equencies gneater thàn 4 x 10-3 Hz on most



occas1ons.

Br+

(s.8)

(s. )

5"2"4 ENERGY DISSIPATION OF GRAVITY WAVES

The wave equation of acoustie-gravity l¡aves for plane waves is of

the fonm (Hines, i,q60)

Ë' il' 
t*', ty', lzL "r eXP h t", i(urt-k*x-x¡-urz) (s'7)

where 01, pt, uxt, üyt , lzf ane gnavity wave induced vaniations of

density, pressune and wind components supenimposed on backgnound values.

The exponential- gr-owth term z/2H wil-I be negated to va::ying extents by a

dissipation tenm which can be ::epnesented by k"", the imaginany Pant of k,

eomputed appnoximately (Yeh and Liu, 1974) by using

T/'l

z ZT
z

whene !,I is the time-averaged dissipation per unit volume and f, is the

ventical component of the energy flux represented by (Yeh and Liu, 1974)

22 r¡k
2(¡c2 p

0
-u),

Dpr z
T o

z po
s(Y_1)l-E-) +gkz (Y-r)2 ûJ-

I'lave attenuation in a night time atmosphene at heights less than

96 km is mainly due to therma.I conduction and viscous dissipation and may

be repnesented by the complex imaginany wave numbers (tr")a. "ta 
(krt')-r¿

r:espectively, thein expressions being given by equations (46) and (+Z) of

Yeh and Liu. These are related to the imaginary wave numbe:: k"tt by

k"" = [tr")-" * (k"").,r¿. (s.to)

The the::mal conduction r is ::el-ated to the kinematic viscosity v by

K

p

whene Pn is the Prandtl numbe:r and is 0.74.

( s.lt)



Hodges (fSOg), Ì{ines (lgZO) have pnoposed a mechanism fon a zero

growth wave where the attr:nuation ra-te krtr ís

1
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(s.tz),il
K

2H

Acconding to Hodges, a wave plloPagates upwards with near

exponential g¡owth until- an instability, which may be indicated by the

Richa:ndson Nurnber fatling below a critical value, develops leading to

tunbulence and an enhanced attenuation rate and thenefore incneased

extnaction of energy from the wave. If the attenuation rate exceeds that

of equation (5.1-2) the amplitude of the v¡ave will decrease to a level

where the instabÍl-ities wilf cease thus neducing the attenuation nate of

the wave. The nesult is an equilibrium situation where the attenuation

¡ate is nepresented by equation (5.12). The localization of these

instabilities can be demonstrated f::om equation (C-8) in Appendix C where

the l-ocal- Richardson Numbe:: is shown to depend on the phase of the wave.

In r:egions of turbulence, one would expect enhanced values of kinematic

viseosity and therrnal ccnduction. An adaptation of the calcufation for the

value of the kinematic viscosity associated with a zero gz'owth wave as

caffied out by Hodges (fgOg) is presented in Appendix D, along with the

enetlgy dissipation nate of a wave with an amplitude "f + = 0.01 and an
po

attenuation rate of kzrr = ,h .

The spectna of inter.naf gravity waves being altered by seJ-f induced

tu:rbufence at al-titudes arounC 96 km may veÏ5¡ wetl be a neal effect but

the maxìmum amplitucies of waves r,rill- be gove:rned by the pnesence of othef

gravity.hraves, tides etc. In Appendix c Ít is suggested that the maximum

relative density arnpiitude of a zero growth wave is such that

lËl s 0.2. (s.13)
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This is to say that a wave where
p is near:ing 0"2 would be exPected to
p

0

be in a condition approximating zeno gnowth.

Refe:rring back to equation (1.6) and the 4-field photometen intensity

variations (Figunes 4.2a-4.6a) one finds short per:iod (= fS min.) g::avity

l{aves of ampl_itudes up t. *- 0.05 corresponding to ampJ-itudes in c1ensity of
U

the oroer: of +- 0.02. By themselves it is sti1I unlikely that they ane
po

capable of pnoducing sufficient turbufence but tvhen supenimposed on a

backg::ound of other waves, tides etc.' waves of this amplitude coul-d be

in a situation of appnoximateJ-y zeno amplitude g:rowth. Fnom Figunes D-I

and D-2, the enerlgy dissipation fo:r a wave of this amplitude would be

-7 -3
- l0-' watts-m-' and the Krnematic viscosity necessary for zeno amplitude

g¡owth would be 104 * -=u.-1 which are of the order of the dissipation

rate of tur"bulent kinetic energy and the associated kinematic viscosity

estimated by Zimme:rman (1g73) fnom the meteor trail data of Ropen and

Elfo::d (fgOS). Therefore gnavity t{aves would be a significant source of

enengy at this altitud.e.

5"3 Grav'ity Wave Propagation

In this section some chanacte::istics of gnavity waves which may be

useful in estabfishing sources of such \^Iaves will be outlined. Brief

descr:iptions of ray tracing and also the filtering of g:ravity waves in an

atmosphe:re will also be incl-uded.

5.3.1 FILTERING DY IVIND AND TETÍPERATURE PROFILES

Reflectinr of grav:'-ty lraves in an atmosphene wil-I occun at bounda:ries

where disccnti-nuities in temperatu::e, wind velocity and densit5r exist'
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A technique fo:r the calculat-ion of transmission coefficients of gnavity

waves thnough a vertically stratified atmosphere is outlined in Appendix

E. The atmosphenic layen considered is that between 20 km and 95 km and

this has been divided into a se::ies of thin layens with the hor"izontal

wind velocity and tempenatur e discontinuous at the layen boundar"y and

constant within the layer and the density unchanged at the boundary but

varying exponentially within the J-aye:r. Attenuation due to viscosity and

thermal conduction within the layer: has been incl-uded with the kinematic

viscosity being set to fOO m2sec-I in each J-ayer.

A plot of the panticulan wind and tempe:ratur:e pnofiJ-e used appeans

in Figune E-2 and Figures E.3a, b, c and d pr:ovide a surnmary of tnansmission

coefficients fo:: waves of differ.ent per.iods and ho::izontal phase velocities.

Thene. ane tv¡o main effects which reduce wave tnansmission evident

in these Figur.es. Fir.stly, attenuation occurs in negions in which the wave

becomes evanescent thnough the wave frequency becoming g::eaten than the

buoyancy frequency although the¡e will be some leakage of ríave enel?gy

thr"ough such negions. This ::esul-ts in a shai:p decrease in the bransmission

fo:: waves with pe:riods less than 6 minutes. Also waves p:ropagating in a

direction opposite to that of the wind with a honj.zontal phase velocity

less than on of the o:rden of the maximum horizontal wind component in the

dinection of the horizontal wave numben may also have thei:: transmission

coefficients neduced through having an imagina:ry vertical wave number: in

some :regions.

Secondly, waves ane not transrnitted through cnitical J-ayers i.e.

negions whene the hor"izontal. wirid component in the direction of the

horizonta.l- wave vecto:: exceeds the horizontal phase velocity. It is found

that upon inclusion of the attenuation facton, the transmission coefficient

is significantly neduced. whenever: the horizontal wind component exceeds
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nequired to present a 3 dimensional pictune, and in the Figures the height

of the wave is plotted against the horizontal displacement in the first

g'aph and the second shows the wave path superimposed on a honizontal

plane.

In Figure 5.4 the honizontal phase velocity is at night angles to

the eastward wind. This r¡ave is not gneatly affected by the wind although

it is shifted fnom the N-S plane. The travel time fon 20 km to 95 krn is

55 minutes and the transmission coefficient as estimated in Appendix E Ís

0. 88.

In Figune 5.6 whene the honizontal phase velocity is in the

dinection of the wind, the fnequency ís doppler shifted to zero near: 50 km

and th.is leve1 is termed the critical Ìaye:r for the vlave. With the

attenuation facton used in Appendix E, the wave will be completely

attenuated.

Figur-e 5.5 shot¡s a r¡¡ave which has nea:red a critical layer and is in

fact ca:::ried along by the wind. The tnavel- time is 3.9 houns and the

transmission coefficient estimat-ed in Appendix E is 0.007.

Fiture 5.7 shows a wave pnopagating pa:rtly into the wind and which

is ::eflected. Refer.ring to Appendix E, one f,inds that the tnansnission

coefficient is 0.34 i.e. the:re is a significant leakage of ene::gy th:rough

to 9 6 ]cm.

To trace waves in the fashion of this section one needs to har¡e an

accurate knowledge of the wind p::ofile and this may not always be

practical. This section also demonstrates that the dinection of the

ho¡izontal phase velocity and the trace velocity does not ahrays pr:ovide

an accul?ate indication of the direction of the sou::ce of the wave.

5.3.3 RESONANT FREQUENCY APPROXTIIATTON

To be used with caution since the direction of the tnace velocity



9¿+

is not ahtays indicative of the position of the wave sounce' a simple

technique for: deducing the appr.oximate position of the sounce using the

obsenved f:requeney and the hor.izontal trace velocity dinection exists

since the obsenved frequency may be related to the source by the :relation

(Yeh and Liu, 1974)

u\z
Du)=-r (s.rs)

where z ís the obse::vation height and :r is the distance fuom the

soürce to the point of obsenvation.

5.3"4 WAVE GENERATION

Sma1l sho::t period f,l-uctuations in pressure have been frequently

neponted by meteorologists. Jo:rdan (1972), using an a1'r'ay of micro-

barog:raphs änd anemomete::s, identified the sources of l-ow velocity gravity

waves with periods in the range 3 to 24 minutes to be wind shears

associated with jet st:reams, mountain slopes and cold fnonts. Thunden-

storms also acted as a pulse soul?ce for: g:ravity waves.

Hines (fgOZ) from observations on noctilucent clouds found that

cold fronts may be a sou:rce of wave-like patte::ns which are fuequently

charactenistic of these clouds.

yeh and Liu (1974) have :reviewed ionosphenic obse::vations of gravity

waves and possible sounces include nucl-ear explosions, aunonal distu:rbances

which may give rise to lange scal-e t:ravelling ionospher"ic distu:rbances and

siesmic lraves. Medium scafe ü:avelfing distunbances are also fuequently

obser.ved without any satisfactony expJ-anation being offe:red fo:r thei:r

existence.
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5.4 A possìb'le Source for l,laves observed ìn the 557.7nm (0I) Airgìow

Two reasonr maf now be offered for the anisotr"opic natune of the trace

velocities observed e.g. with reference to Figune 4,13. A substantially

isotropic distribution coufd be fil-tered by a significant background wind

at some level to give ::ise to a more uneven distribution at a highen

altitude in the mannelr descnibed in Section 5.3.1-. 0r alternatively, the

distr,ibution may be due to some isolated sounce and the techniques of

Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 coufd be used to find its position. Mor"e ÌikeIy

the waves observed a:rise at some sounce, but the spectrum obser:ved may be

significantJ-y affected by favou:rable wind, tempenature and per:haps density

pr"of iles.

A likely sounce of gnavity waves is cold fronts, and it is the object

of Table 5.1 to il-l-ustrate that sorne degnee of conr"elation exists between

the position of gnound l.evel- cold fnonts and the observed spectnal

chanacteristics. The presence of l-ong period gravity vlaves has alneady

been noted in Sections 4.2.3 and +.2.5 and their period and their

relative spectral po\^rer (in pa:ranthesis) appean in col-umn 3 of this table.

They we:re obtained by groupÍng the J-ongest possible continuous lengths of

¡, 557.7nm (OI) intensity data together, the times for which appean in

columns I and 2, and finding the spectral powe? by tneating the data with

a Hanning Window and using FFT. The expected peniod of gravity waves due

to col-d fronts has been calculated using the technique of Section 5.3.3.

The distance r was set equal to the length of a penpendicular dnawn fnom

the col-d front to tit. Torcens for l-ocal midnight. The relevant weathen

maps featu-r"ing the cold fnonts appeall in Figure 5.8. As the weather maps

$rere compiled at 08.30 local time, it was necessany to estimate the

position of the cold front at local midnight. This is not easy to

accomplish as col,d flonts tend to change shape, move in a non-linear fashion
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and it is typical of many f::onts in the G::eat Australian Bight to slide

away to the south. The fifth column pnovides a guide tb position of the

cold front fnom Adelaide. The dinections of the dnift velocities may be

found in Chapten 4 e.g. Figur.e 4.13. However, it must be pointed out that

those drift velocities !üere not the drift vefocities of long per:iod

lraves but nather for sho:rter peniod waves. This rnay not be very serious

sínce the same souuce could p:roduce waves at the obsei'vation point

mankedly different than those whjch would be predicted by Section 5.3.3.

Also it could be postulated that long peniod g:ravity llaves in a state of

self dissipation as desc::ibed in Seetion 5.2.4 could p:roduce waves of a

shorter per"iod but which would propagate in a simila:: direction to thei::

panent.

Although not conclusive thene is sufficient co:rrelation between the

position of cold fnonts and the char:actenistics of the obsenved gravity

waves to be significant e.g. between the expected and obsenved pe::iods

on 28 September, l-973, 1 Octoben, 1973 and also between the mean dnift

velocity d.inections ptotted in Figure 4.1-3 and the cold fuonts position

e.g. a cold f::ont on I October, 1973 situated NNE of Adelaide and the

southwa:rd propogating drifts.
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APPENDIX A

LAG TIME UNCERTAINTY

Ïhe lag time between signals obsenved in a speed nece1ven netwonk
has been defined in section r-.3.2, and in section 3.2.a it ís::equined
that the e*on in 1ag tine be estimated when a signal of a given amplitude
and fuequency i-s obsenved. The signal considered wilr be that of a
sinuosoiciaJ- signal supenimposed on a J-a:rge D.c. revel such that

I(t) = ul * u2 sin(aat+af A.I
where r(t) r"epresents the the overa' signal, a, the D.c. lever-, a, the

amplitude of the time va::ying signal, a3 its fuequency and a4 some phase

angle

- Exper:imentally fnom each detecton, n data points each with N. signal
counts wirl be cor-r-ected and a function such as equation A.r cou]d be
fitted using a grid search reast squanes noutine. The goodness of the
fit of the function to the data is nepnesented by

x2 =Eå ti,r-_r(t-) l2t oi A'2

whene N' r:epnesents the numben of signal counts measru.ed at some time t.
and o. is the standar.d deviation of the popuration fr.om which r,r. is
assembred' The val-ue of the standand deviation fon each panameteir is
given by the i:el-ation (Bevington, J-969, p. 245)

2
4.3

2
Oal 2 (x)2 /au.l

2
a

On diffe::entiating X2,

# = L 
# [[*r-"r)sin (aut.+uu) +.r.o"2 (art. +au]-arsi.,2 [".tr*uu)l . A.4



Since r [cr] is the fitted function to the data points Nir

Ni o ^!* u2sin(a t.n.U) and the standard deviation of aU nepresentedby

oaU witl be approximatelY

ot4 È ur' L r, 
eos2 (art1+aa)t Tr o.'

l_

Since t{e are concenned with a small tirne varying signal supe:rimposed

on the D'c' background i'e' at " a2' then oi =ãwhere ã trepo"=tnts the

mean standar"d devi tion. The te:rm I "o"2(artr+aa) 
o.I u" the average val-ue

n

2 1

2o2
T.u2n

tt

amplitude of the time varying signaf will- be defined as

u -- ar/a,

and equation 4.5 can be rewritten as

4.5

4.6

A.

of "o"2("at.+.u) = $ . Equation 4.4 canbe wnitten in the form

2ou4

The mean number of signal colrnts Ñ, the variance d arra the paramete:r

ane â11 approximately equal. A panameter C[ lrepresenting the relative

7

4.8

Equation A.I may be written in the alternative for:m

r(iÀt) = aI + a, sin T ,t-,r^. 4.9

where the intensity is sampled at intervals At, T is the period of the

intensity variation and jÀt witt be related' to the phase angle "+ 
by

Ta.
jÀt= -#. A.1o

The standard deviation of j^t, OjAt will ::ep::esent the error in

I
0o.4



time in fitting the function to the data points and will be given by

oj^t = O-a.
4

2'.12

+t2

4

ooe.c-
2n's'n-At'N

3a,.
+

212

r02

A.11

the standard

4.12

A.13

_'[ffi]'no,,
2

2ojAt =oa

o12

a¡d on combining 4.10 and A.1l'

a(
^t)T

Finding oa, in a similar fashion to oaU and since aa

deviation of the period oT is given by the :relation

2n
l-r

3T

2 1+
2 2

4
^t

The term n^t rep::esents the time interval T, over which data is

collected. The magnitude of the phase angle lu4l < T and the average

value of l.4l = +. The second term in equation 4.12 is therefore

neglible if T << T, and the standa:rd deviation of j^T is

oj At = 
-\- 

. 4.14
rcr(2Nn)'

This appnoximation is useful whenever: r É Tl since the cont:ribution

of the second term in equation 4.13 to OjAt is not Iarge.

The value ojÀt may be refated to the instnumental component in the

standard deviation of time l-ag OtP where two curves with uncertainty in

time OjAt are compar:ed eithe:: visually on by clross-correlation techniques

by

otP = vã ojAt. 4.15

n
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Calculations indicate that for Rí = 4,

frequencies excePt for smal-I and lange values of Kr.

Zimmerman et al (1972) have found using nocket borne pitot tubes

ar¡d chenical puff neJ-eases oven the altitude interval 85 km to 125 km

that tullbulence occuns for measured Richardsonrs numbens up to 10. Fon

Ri = f0, l4l a 0.2 lor all 0 and frequencies othen than ob > o > 1.15 trro.
lool -

The::e is therefore some justification fo:: pnedicting that gnavity

r{aves wilL initiate turbulence when S 0.2. Equation C.l-0 does not

P'l > o.2 for arl g and arl
Þol -

p
p

U

predict tr:r,bulence for l+l a 0.2 if tu::bulence only occtlrss when Ri i å.
tpol -

Howeven equation C.l-0 fail-s to take into account non-l-inear tenms- If

tr:¡bulence occurs fon values of Ri up to 10 as Zimmerman suggests then

equation C.10 pnedicts that turbufence will- be produced by waves in which

l4l a o.r. Howeven the degr:ee of turbulence especial-Iy when å < Ri < to
lPol -

may not be seve::e enough to attenuate the wave sufficiently to pnoduce a

wave of constant amplitude.
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APPTNDIX D

ENERGY DISSIPATION RATT AND TIIE KINEMATIC VISCOSITY

IN A ZERO AMPLITUDE GRO}JTH WAVE

This appendix enl-arges on aspects of a zeno-g:rowth wave Pl?eviously

discussed in Section 5.2.4 and a technique will be outl-ined to cal-culate

the energy dissipation nate at va:rious amplitudes in a zeno-growth wave'

and the value of the eddy kinematic viscosity nequired to produce an

enelrgy dissipation r:ate which will maintain the l¡ave at a constant

amplitude. These will only be avenage values throughout the wave

whereas as noted in Section 5.2.4, instabil-ities with associated

tr:¡bul-ence, whene the enenry dissipation rate and the eddy viscosity

value woul-d be la::ge, would occìr3 at localized negions within the wave.

- The enet?gy dissipation rate !{ for a constant amplitude wave ca¡ be

cal-cul-ated usÍng the equation

r-lr=f D.l

whene I, is the enerry flux, H is the scale height. In equation (5.9),

f is p::ovided as a function of density and thenefone it is possibl-e totz

calcul-ate the dissipation nate at any amplitude of zeno gllowth or

constant ampJ-itud.e wave.

Disper:sion surf¿rces ca.Lcu-lated using (Hines, l-960),

'['kr,
uJb

UJ

+k
z

no'['2

þl D.2
2

have been plotted in Figune D.l using a model- atmosphere (CIRA, 1965)

fon various peniocLs and also contouns of the enengr dissipation r-ate of

constant amptitude $Iaves at a relative density arnplitude e5 f% have been

rnapped.
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Equations (s.rf) and (5.I2) allow one to w:rite krt' in the fonm

" k} = v(fr{o,t)+fr(ur,k)) D.3

whene fr(ur,k) and fr(trr,k) rnay be deduced from eguations (46) and (t+Z) of

Yeh and Liu (1974). Therefore it is possib.Ie to calcul-ate the kinematic

viscosity which is associated with a wave having an attenuation :rate

k_". In Figure D.2 as in Figune D.l dispe::sion su::faces have beenz-

plotted and also contours of kinematic viscosity pr"oduced by a constant

amplitude wave wher" k=" -- - *have been mapp-ed.
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APPENDIX E

GRAVITY t-lAVE TRANSMISSION

This appendix is neferr"ed to in Section 5.3.1 and will be concernned

with the detenmination of the transrnission of a gnavjty wave thnough a

honizontal- str.atified atmosphene with :respect to wind and temperatu:ne.

McKenzie (tglZ) has calcul-ated the refl-ection and transmission coefficients

of a wave at a boundany whe:re thene are temper:ature, wind and' density

discontinuities. Hines and Reddy (fgOZ) used a multil-aye:: appnoach

where the ventical temperatule and honizontal wind pnofifes nemained

r:nchanged in a given layer and. wer:e discontinuous at the bounda:ry between

adjacent layers with the arnplitudes of the upgoing and downgoing wave in

adjacent J-ayers being compared. The pnesent approach wil-l- follow the

concept of Hines and Reddy (1967) using the neftection coefficients of

McKenzie Qg72) . The density wí]I be assumed to va::y in a continuous

fashion within a layen and also to be continuous at boundaries between

layers.

As is shown in Figure E.J-a, Ortt'is the amplitude of the incid.ent

upwa::d directed r¡rave at a discontinuity separating layens m and m+l , and

Or,o, and A**r(t) """ the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted

components respectivery. They are ::elated to o*tt' by the forrowing

retationships

(n) (i) (t) 0rn+i
E. l-aA

m
Ru

A and À

m+J- (,l)mm ¡r+n,r)

whene R is the refl-ection coefficient of an upwardly directed wave of
u

the particulan discontinuity and om, om+I are the :respective v{ave

fnequencies in the ad,jacent .Iayens. In Figu:re E.lb the tnansrnitteda
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^ill A(i
m++

)
'l ^iILayer m+I

Layer m
(i) - (r)A

m

FiguresE.la&b

Layer m+I

Layer m

Figure E.Ic

A A
(t)

m m

(d) (b)

its transmitted and. refl-ected components.

A
m+l-

B
m+I

I
dz A

m
B

m

B_ , B are the anplitudes of the upgoing v¡avesm m+I
in adjacent layers and Am, Am+l are the
amplitudes of the downgoing waves. The thickness
of the layer m is d.z_.



(t) (r)
arnolitude A and the nefl,ected amplitude Arn*a ane nelated to a

(i)
downgoing incident amplitude A**, by

Ì15

8.3

8.4

A _(o)=R.A _(i).r,¿o(t)= 
tt 

¡*plA (i)
"n+r "d'^n+l- *^'- "m ' = t *, 

¡r+RuJAr+l E'2

is the nefl-ection coefficient of a downvrardJ-y dinected wave atwhere R
d

the discontinuity.

Refenring to Figune E.Ic, in which A,n and B* are the nespective

downgoing and upgoing amplitudes of the wave in the m-Ìayen and Ar*, and

B are the cot?responding amplitudes in the m+l layen, quantities u--m+1 -- ---- --F m

and o - mav be defined as foflows
m+.1-

CI
m

BBm - m+l-
= ¡- and' om+r- = A - '

m m+l-

Then it follows on combining equations E.l, E.2, and E.3 that

û)
m+l

A
m+

BR
d m+1

(r+Ç e,,+I TJ
m

8.5

0n eliminating Am+', Bm+',

B izr<--am 
f _ (r+nu) [r+n,r) o*nr]

o, = ÃA=. 
zm 

lnr, * 

-l 

E.6
--m ¡ m+tRd )

whene o,n is now, by the introduction of the exponential te::m, the

ampJ-itude ratio at the bottom of the m-Iayer, the layer having thickness

d- and the wave having a venticaf wave-numbe:: k-- within the layer.mzm

Setting o = 0 at the highest fevel one c¿rn iterate down thnough a nunber of

thin laye::s to a lower: l-evel. The transmission coefficient T through a

series of layens is given by

û)

B =RA + m+l-h+nJn.
m um (r) m

m
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r = .t _ lool,

whene oO is the amplitude natio in the lowest layen.

with the density continuous at the intenface, the refr_ection
coefficíent R is given by (McKenzie, Lg72)

i) ,rn(t)-i,

2)(r) -uJ- -t)p-

1-18

8.7

E.8

E.9

(
t.r-p -ig

R-
ll t

'tP -ig +
'2P -ig

whene

c)

with tla and ur, being the nespective fnequencies of the incident a¡d

tna¡smitted waves. The fnequency in an adjacent J_ayen is deter"mined
using the ialilean tra¡sfonmation given in equation (5.7). The .ì_ayen

thickness is set using the cr.itenion (Vincent, l_969) tnat the thickness
is less than l/l_Oth the venticaÌ wave length.

Tnansmission coeffieients have been carcur_ated using a wind and
tempenatune pnofile obtained firom a falling sphene expeniment conducted
at l{oomena on 1g Septemben, l_g73 at 091-7 UT. Data fr.om a modeJ_ atmosphene
(crne, 1965) has been used to extend continuity of these pnofiles fnom
20 km to r00 km and these appear in Figune E.2. Tnansmission coefficients
of waves thnough the atmosphe::ic layen of 20 km to 95 km have been
plotted in Figr.r:re E.B fon per"iods (in a stationar:y frame) of 5.5, 6, 7.s
and 30 minutes and horizontar phase ver-ocitÍes of 25, 50, 70, 100 and

200 m-s-f' The angJ-e between the honizontal- wave nunben which by snelJ-rs
Law is inva¡iant in a honizontally stnatified atmospher.e an¿ an eastwan¿
wind is r:epnesented by rf. Attenuation d.ue to viscous damping and heat
conduction has been incruded thnough the imaginar.y component of the
ventica-l- wave numben using the expnession of equation (5.11). The

kinematic viscosity has been set to a constant l-00 *2_"""-f. l¡ebb (1972)

ûrlk + io.(y-Z)
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has estimated that eddy transpont coefficient.will be somewhat greaten

fon heights gneater than 50 km and J-ess fon heights below this.

Hines and Reddy (1967) showed that a wave is not transmitted thnough

a negion whene it has its frequency doppl-en shifted to zero. As can

be demonstrated in equation (5.0) ttris occuns when the component of the

wind in the direction of the horizontal wave nurnber is equal to the

horizontal phase velocity. 0n inclusion of the dissipation te::m, the

tnansmission is neglible when the wind component is gneater than 0.6 of

the ho::izontal- phase velocity.
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whÍch pnoduces the rrtnuerr velocity was used Ín conjunction with the 'tsimifar

fadesrt metlrod, but did not, in many instances, pnovide meaningful results.

(By companing the velocities obtained using the above two methods with the

velocity obtained by finding the time lag between dientical featu::es at the

diffenent fields of view, it was assessed that |ttruert velocity undenestimated

the velocíty by a gneaten degree than the dnift (on appar:ent) velocity may

have ovenestimated the velocity. ) Thenefone it ís likely that differences

in the intensity pattenn as obsenved fnom the diffenent fields is not, in

the main, due to nandom changes and thenefone these differences may have

nesufted fuom wave patterns tnavelling in diffenent di::ections. The basic

assumption in the fuII con::el-ation analysis is that the changes in the

pattern ane :landom.

In fuequency cut-off around 4 x 10-3 Hz and the spectnal peaks ane

also indicative of the presence of gnavíty waves. Fnom Table 4.J-' the

spectnal power vaniation with fnequency over? centain fnequency lranges

va::ies appnoxj.mately as f 2 whictr is a chanactenistic of the tunbul-ent

energy spect?um (equation 5.2). Howeven this f-2 vaniatíon occul?s near- the

buoyancy fuequency (+ t fO-3 Hr) and ther.efone may also be a cha¡acteristic

of a gravity wave spectnum.

ltith nespect to the natune of the 557 .7 nm intensity vaniations, thene

is considenabl-e scope fon future wonk. This includes further subst¿rntiating

the pnesence of gnavity waves, looking fon othen causes which effect the

intensity such as tunbul-ence and. accoustic vlaves. This wonk coufd only be

cannied out adequately using a photometer l^Iith an improved S/N ratio. AIso

it would be desinable to discover. unden what cincumstances the type of

variations obsenved on 29 Novemben f973 occu::.




